OME CALL THEM GENERATION Z, OTHERS, iGENERATION OR POST-MILLENNIALS. BUT ALL AGREE THAT THE EMERGING DEMOGRAPHIC OF 10- TO 22-YEAR-OLDS IS THE UPCOMING “IT” GENERATION. THEY MAKE UP 17% OF THE TOTAL U.S. POPULATION AND NUMBER 54-55 MILLION. “THEY WILL SOON BE THE PRIME TARGET FOR MARKETERS. DEMOGRAPHICALLY, THEY ARE THE MOST DIVERSE GENERATION; 24% ARE HISPANIC,” SAYS CALEB BRYANT, FOODSERVICE ANALYST WITH CHICAGO-BASED MARKET INTELLIGENCE AGENCY MINTEL.

BECAUSE THIS GROUP GREW UP DURING THE GREAT RECESSION, ANALYSTS WHO SPECIALIZE IN DEMOGRAPHICS SAY GENZS WILL BE A BIT MORE FISCALLY CONSERVATIVE. THEY TEND TO BE MORE SOCALLY LIBERAL THAN OTHER GENERATIONS, AND THEY ARE GROWING UP MORE CONNECTED TO TECHNOLOGY, BRYANT SAYS.

“They are the consumers of the future. As an industry, we need to listen to them really carefully,” says Susan Terry, vice president of culinary and food and beverage operations for Marcus Hotels & Resorts, Milwaukee. “This generation will dominate the evolution of our business and dictate how we succeed or fail and what our programing is. We must listen to what’s important to them and make sure we have that available to them.”

GLOBALIZED

OUT OF THE GATE, GENZS HAD A GLOBAL INTERFACE IN THEIR SOCIAL SPHERE, AND THEY ARE WELL-TRAVELED. “THEY ARE WITHOUT QUESTION UNAFRAID OF ANYTHING THAT IS NEW OR DIFFERENT,” TERRY SAYS. THUS, THEY ARE LESS-PICKY EATERS THAN THE GENERATIONS BEFORE THEM.

THE THREE MOST POPULAR ETHNIC CUISINES OVERALL ARE LATIN, ASIAN AND MEDITERRANEAN, BUT TO DRAW AND IMPRESS GENZS, IT’S IMPORTANT TO MICROSEGMENT THESE GLOBAL OFFERINGS BEYOND MEXICAN, CHINESE AND ITALIAN FOOD, SAYS SHARON OLSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF CHICAGO RESEARCH FIRM Y-PULSE. TODAY’S RISING GENERATION UNDERSTANDS CUISINE FROM PERU, CHILE AND BRAZIL AS WELL AS DIFFERENT REGIONS WITHIN MEXICO.

THIS GENERATION GETS ITS EDUCATION IN THE SCHOOL CAFETERIA AT TIMES. IN SOME SCHOOL DISTRICTS WITH HIGH CONCENTRATIONS OF A SPECIFIC ETHNIC GROUP, SCHOOL FOODSERVICE DIRECTORS ALLOW MOTHERS TO COME IN AND SHOW STAFF HOW TO MAKE THEIR COMMON ETHNIC DISHES. “THEN, THE COLLEGE CAMPUS IS THE ULTIMATE IN DIVERSITY, WHERE THEY ARE DEVELOPING HABITS OF A LIFETIME, SHARING THEIR FOOD. THE WORLD IS A SMALLER PLACE,” OLSON SAYS.

DERIVING ABOUT 40% OF CUSTOMERS FROM GENZ, THE TWO LOCATIONS OF TOM’S BAOB (CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, AND PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND,) SERVE AUTHENTIC CHINESE BAO—FLUFFY STUFFED STEAMED BUNS. THE FAST-CASUAL OPERATION PLAYS TO THE LIKES OF THE YOUNG GENERATION THAT MOST APPRECIATES GREAT FLAVOR, A REASONABLE PRICE AND CONVENIENCE, IN THAT ORDER, SAYS JERRY TRACY, VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS. AS THEY WALK IN, CUSTOMERS CAN WATCH “ARTISANS” HANDCRAFT BAO THROUGH THE OPEN-PREP-AREA WINDOW, AND CAN ORDER AND RECEIVE THEIR BAO WITHIN 30 SECONDS.

TO KEEP UP WITH THE GENERATION’S LOVE OF VARIETY, THE OPERATION INTRODUCES NEW FILLING FLAVORS EVERY FOUR OR FIVE WEEKS, WITH NINE FLAVORS OFFERED AT ANY ONE TIME. THERE ARE ALWAYS SAVORY, VEGETARIAN AND DESSERT FILLINGS. “WE FIND SOME OF OUR GENZ CUSTOMERS HAVE BEEN VEGETARIANS OR VEGANS THEIR WHOLE LIFE, WITH VEGETARIAN PARENTS, AND HAVE NEVER KNOWN ANYTHING ELSE,” TRACY SAYS.

OPPOSITE: TACOS AT ANNA’S TAQUERIA.
Among recent popular flavors are pastrami Reuben, turkey potpie and lobster—Tom’s BaoBao’s take on the Northeast lobster roll. The bao price range is $3-$4 for most varieties, with the lobster bao market-priced.

“The expectation of GenZ is that they can have it all—healthful, delicious and affordable,” Olson says. “They don’t think there’s any reason they can’t have all three. The older generations think there has to be a trade-off, and they might expect a higher price.”

HEALTH VIEW

The younger generation’s view of health differs from that of older generations. GenZs try to limit sugars, gluten and lactose from dairy. “They are more allergen-sensitive,” Olson says. “Few of them talk about limiting fat. They don’t do diets. They talk about limiting ingredients that aren’t good for them.”

Additionally, they look at the functionality of foods and beverages, says Mintel’s Bryant. In the case of beverages, 35% of GenZs say they would pay more for coffee and drinks with benefits versus 27% of other generations. They are interested in juices with added protein and energy-boosting ingredients or those with probiotics. They focus more on preventative health.

Yet the industry must remember to keep a balance between health and indulgence with this group. Before joining Marcus Hotels and Resorts, Terry spent 25 years with Hyatt Hotels Corp., Chicago, where she was heavily involved in the children’s menu program. From a hotel and resort perspective and with the kids’ menu experience, she notes that for all the right reasons, she and others “skewed healthy with kids, but didn’t meet the need of family vacation moments. As an industry, we’ve made great strides in better options for kids that aren’t carb-laden and with a better balance, but missed integrating indulgent items, as well.”

TELL A GOOD STORY

Doing good to employees, the community and the environment is important to GenZs, who become brand advocates via social media for those who do. Beautiful food for online posting and beautiful values must be part of the operational philosophy.

Terry says, “I have an appreciation for 10- to 22-year-olds. Though they aren’t our core target, they are connected to our core customers. They are often traveling with our core targeted customer, and they will be the customers of the future. We want to make sure they like us and believe in what we are doing.”

She strives and urges others in the industry to strive to have a palatable philosophy, hitting on what’s important. Thus, her operations are focused on sustainability, local sourcing and chefs who take quality personally. “We are telling those types of stories in our communication methods,” she says.
Additionally, GenZ makes up much of the foodservice workforce. “It struck me a few years ago how much this group selects who they take jobs from based on how you do your business,” Terry says. In hiring interviews, they ask about the operations’ recycling efforts. “I would never have thought of that. Their decisions on where to work are based on if you have similar philosophies to them in their global view.”

Tom’s BaoBao supports refugees by hiring them. About half its employees came through a local organization that provides services for refugees, including skills training, English classes and job-search assistance. The restaurant puts selected candidates through rigorous bao-making training, “and when it’s all said and done, they have learned a new skill,” Tracy says.

The bao-making employees are positioned as artisans, and Tom’s BaoBao posts their profiles in the restaurant—4 x 6-inch cards with artists’ pictures, hometowns, hobbies, favorite bao flavors and fun facts about them. “Some are funny, some are telling. It’s another way for customers to make a connection with the people making their food,” Tracy says. It’s all fodder for social media, as well.

In addition, any bao that sits out on the line for longer than an hour is removed and donated to an organization that feeds the hungry.

Handcrafted food is another story Tom’s BaoBao tells. The only machine used in preparation is the dough mixer. After that, the dough is hand-portioned, filled, closed, shaped and steamed. There is no grease in the restaurant. A further point for storytelling is that the steam baskets are all handmade in a small village in the mountains of China. “There are so many stories and aspects we can talk about,” Tracy says.

With seven locations throughout Boston and surrounding towns, Anna’s Taqueria with its customizable menu attracts families with children as well as high school and college students. Part of its hip story to tell, beyond recycling and sourcing local ingredients, is that Anna’s Taqueria operates four diesel trucks and three diesel cars, used to transport food from the market to each store, that run on the waste oil collected from all seven locations.

It also supports charity events, and on Feb. 16, closed in recognition of Day Without Immigrants. “Anna’s success has been built around our loyal staff, many of whom are immigrants or come from immigrant families,” says owner Mike Kamio. “Design-wise, we opened our Newton location with a beautiful long wooden communal table that has proved to be a favorite spot for large GenZ groups to enjoy their meals, as well as to take photos for social media,” he says. Anna’s Taqueria has since added similar tables to a few other locations.

JODY SHEE, AN OLATHE, KANSAS-BASED FREELANCE WRITER AND EDITOR, PREVIOUSLY WAS EDITOR OF A FOODSERVICE MAGAZINE. SHE HAS MORE THAN 20 YEARS OF FOOD-WRITING EXPERIENCE AND WRITES THE BLOG WWW.SHEEFOOD.COM.